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Abstract

This is not a story for people who cannot digest acronyms. Indeed, it is as if the secret services, generally considered, simply could not do without them. If, as many contend, in the term “military intelligence” resonates the echo of an oxymoron, acronyms may undoubtedly reach the practical goal of saving mental and phonetic energy, killing not less than two birds with a single stone. Applied to secret services and intelligence, acronyms fulfill a double function: they confer an indisputable aura of scientific dignity to what they aim at referring to, and they conceal behind a succession of usually eerie capital letters what they also intend to reveal.
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1. John is reading a book now. He has (read/been reading) it for two hours. He has (read/been reading) 53 pages so far. 2. Ann’s clothes are covered in paint. She has (painted/ been painting) the ceiling. ‘I have (read/been reading) in my room for hours, and I
have got a headache.’ 3. I am very tired! I have (worked/been working) all day, but I have not (finished/been finishing) yet. 4. I have (smoked/been smoking) since I was sixteen. 5. I have (smoked/been smoking) too many cigarettes today. 6. ‘Why are you out of breath?’ ‘I have (run/been running).’ 7. I have (lost/been loosing) my note-book. Have you (seen/been seeing) it anywhere? 8. Someone has (eaten/been eating) my sweets.